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A B S T R A C T Fatigue monitoring of airframes has developed over the decades to the stage where it
is now incumbent for all fighter type aircraft to be fitted with an airborne fatigue
monitoring system. These systems typically collect operational data for the calculation
of the safe-life or the inspection interval of the airframe.

This paper presents a state-of-the-art review of fatigue monitoring systems of agile
military aircraft. It reviews and comprehensively examines the techniques used in
individual aircraft fatigue monitoring programs, and examines current systems and
practises. Based on experience from Australian fatigue monitoring programs, it highlights
some of the potential pitfalls in the systems and techniques. It also investigates the
issues of strain gauge utilization and calibration, collection of flight parameter data,
data integrity, comparisons with fatigue test results and fatigue damage models. Some
of the problems with current systems are highlighted and requirements for future
fatigue monitoring systems are suggested.

This review has determined that there is little uniformity in the fatigue management
practices of operators and that many aspects of the fatigue management process have
been overlooked by some structural integrity managers. Also, very few of the papers
reviewed specified the philosophy or aims of their monitoring systems.

Keywords Fatigue management; Aircraft structural integrity; Fatigue monitoring; Life
estimation; Fighter aircraft; Fatigue models.

N O M E N C L A T U R E h=altitude
IAT=individual aircraft tracking

M=Mach number
Ny=lateral acceleration
Nz=normal acceleration

OLM=operational loads monitoring
p=roll rate
ṗ=roll acceleration

PITS=point in the sky
q=pitch rate

Q=dynamic pressure
r=yaw rate

TAS=true airspeed
V=airspeed
W=aircraft weight

a=angle of attack
b=angle of sideslip

drud=rudder deflection
dflap=flap deflection
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delev=elevator or elevon deflection
dail=aileron deflection
L=sweep angle

fatigue models and practises. Current processes are
I N T R O D U C T I O N

presented and comprehensively examined, and where
appropriate the benefits and drawbacks of the respectiveOne application where the science of fatigue prediction

reaches fruition is in the management of airframe struc- methods are stated. The history of fatigue management
is presented as an introduction followed by an outlinetural fatigue. Fatigue management is now critical in

aircraft operations due to the increased production costs of usage monitoring programs currently used by oper-
ators. It examines the issues of strain gauge utilizationof many newer models exerting pressure on operators to

extract as much life out of their aircraft as possible. and calibration, collection of flight parameter data, data
integrity, data handling, comparisons with fatigue testFurthermore, inspections, modifications, repair and air-

craft replacements are all expensive activities that are results and fatigue damage models. The paper also
includes a discussion on the problems that have arisenoften a direct result of fatigue problems. Consequently,

there is much incentive for operators to have efficient in the last decade due to high angle of attack capabilities
and redundant structures of fighter aircraft. Discussionstructural integrity management programs in place.

The fatigue management of an aircraft starts in the in this paper is delineated to fatigue usage monitoring
of fixed wing fighter type aircraft. Other similar sciencesdesign process with the application of a design philos-

ophy, stress spectra, material data and a damage theory such as health monitoring and probabilistic approaches
to fatigue damage estimation are not directly examined.to estimate the fatigue life. This estimate is then certified

through a structural fatigue test, following which (or
sometimes before) the aircraft operator collects service

H I S T O R Y O F F A T I G U E M A N A G E M E N T O F
load data1 and puts together a management policy.2 The

A G I L E A I R C R A F T
process of collecting service load data is termed fatigue
monitoring, and airworthiness regulations require all Many air forces have experienced their share of fatigue

problems. For example, in the Royal Australian Airfighter type aircraft to be fitted with an on-board usage
monitoring system.3 Force (RAAF), an MB326H suffered a wing fatigue

failure that led to the loss of that aircraft,4 while twoFatigue monitoring serves a number of purposes.
Royal Air Force (RAF) Buccaneers5 and a United States

$ To fulfil airworthiness requirements to ensure aircraft
Air Force (USAF) F-111 experienced catastrophic fatigue

are not operated beyond an acceptable level of risk. failure (in 1969 after only 100 h of flying).6 More
$ To determine the fatigue life status of a fleet of aircraft

recently, wings on the RAF Hawks were replaced at
throughout its life based on an operational spectrum.

about two-thirds of their design life.5
$ To determine the actual service load history (many The USAF experience in 1958 with B-47 fatigue

operators have found that operational usage of an air-
failures7 initiated the development of an Aircraft

craft is significantly more severe than the design spec-
Structural Integrity Program (ASIP),6 AF Regulationtrum) to ensure that aircraft are not operated beyond
80-13 in 19768 incorporating damage tolerance require-

the fatigue damage accumulation threshold for various
ments as per Mil-A-83444.9 The ASIP was intended to

components as demonstrated through full-scale testing.
ensure that structural integrity is a consideration

$ To improve or to optimize the structural integrity
throughout the service life of each new aircraft entering

management of the fleet (when done in conjunction
service with the USAF. This led to the mandatory

with a program based on tracking each aircraft in the
utilization of usage monitoring systems.fleet). The assertion here is that the utilization of

In the early days of fatigue management of fighter
each aircraft is different and that using an average

aircraft, the only means of managing the fleet was
value is inaccurate when monitoring the whole fleet.

through documenting the number of flight hours or
$ To detect occurrences of structural overloads in a

landing cycles. When the aircraft reached a certified
timely fashion, thus enhancing fleet safety.

number of hours, they would be retired. Later, advances
$ To assist in the definition of a flight load spectra for in the science of fatigue were being made and cycle

new aircraft of the same type.
counting methods were developed10 that related loads
and stresses to fatigue damage. Subsequently, the peak-This paper presents a summary of a literature

review1–120 on fatigue monitoring philosophies, systems, count method (of both maxima and minima) led to the
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Fig. 1 Evolution in fatigue monitoring
tools.

concept of the fatigue meter. Fatigue meters (also called channel recorder systems, which are discussed further in
the section entitled ‘Fatigue Monitoring Systems’.g-meters) compile a count of exceedances of preset

positive and negative g-levels during service. In the The evolution of fatigue monitoring tools may be
summarized as shown in Fig. 1.process, low-amplitude cycles that fall between two

discrete levels are not counted. This method was Recently, fibre-optic strain gauges have also been
applied to fatigue monitoring,36 however, not at a mili-extended to range-pair or hysteresis loop counting, that

considered both the amplitude and the mean of the tary fighter aircraft level.
Current fatigue usage monitoring tools are summar-load.11 The process pairs turning points into cycles that

relate to closed stress–strain hysteresis loops. ized in Table 1, along with their advantages and
disadvantages.Velocity–normal acceleration (V–g) ‘slides’ were used to

generate gust statistics used in aircraft fatigue design. Today, manufacturers continue to develop digital sys-
tems and sensors that record more flight parameters atAustralian scientific archives reveal that these continuous

trace recorders were used as early as the late 1940s on higher frequencies than ever before. However, the litera-
ture review indicates that during the operational phase,transport aircraft.12,13 Here a stylus inscribes a trace, on a

smoked glass slide, in one direction by changes in acceler- it becomes evident that insufficient thought may have
been given to using the systems for fatigue monitoringation and in a direction at right angles by changes in

airspeed.14 In the early 1950s velocity–normal acceleration purposes (aims poorly defined, many parameters are not
recorded, reliability and data validity not addressed, etc.).and altitude (V–g–h) recorders began use in the USA.15–17

Later, swing-wing aircraft identified the need for more These are detailed in ‘Fatigue Monitoring Systems’
section.sophisticated recording systems than the V–g–h recorder.18

Fatigue meters (or counting accelerometers) and strain Operators do not follow one standard method of
fatigue management as no detail specifications exist.range counters were developed in 195219–22 and received

widespread use on UK military aircraft post-1954.23,24 Design philosophies37 that feed into fatigue management
programs are varied, fatigue tests results are interpretedLater, a fatigue consumption indicator, consisting of a

resettable counter and moving coil meter connected to in different ways and different scatter factors are applied
to the fatigue test spectra and fatigue test result.a modified fatigue meter, were also fitted to some aircraft.

It measured the average amplitude of the normal load Operators continue to ‘experiment’ with a number of
fatigue monitoring tools as the technology rapidlyfactor in the previous 20 s and thus enabled the aircrew

to assess the economic penalties of continuing the mis- changes. Some collect raw data while others process the
data on-board the aircraft. Others calibrate the data andsion or changing the airspeed or the control technique.17

The first range-pair counter was developed in Australia the fatigue damage model to determine the crack lengths
or fatigue indices, and few operators use the same fatiguein the early 1970s.25–30

‘Fatigue gauges’ were proposed in the late 1960s,31,32 damage model.
The remainder of this paper critically reviews thesealthough no record of their implementation was found.

These gauges consisted of a ‘work-hardenable’ foil and philosophies, tools, data processing procedures, damage
models and the interpretation of fatigue test results andwere predicated on the theory that correlation factors

can be established which related a change in resistance their application to fleet management.
to the fatigue condition of the structure to which it was
bonded.33 ‘Scratch strain gauges’ were developed in

F A T I G U E M A N A G E M E N T P H I L O S O P H I E S
the early 1970s34,35 as self-contained mechanical exten-
someters capable of measuring and recording total defor- An object of fatigue or structural integrity management

is to ensure that the life of type of an aircraft at leastmation (and thus average strain) over the effective gauge
length of the member to which it is attached. meets the operator’s planned withdrawal date,4 under

normal operating loads and within approved flight limi-Fatigue meters are still in widespread use with many
aircraft types, however, they are being superseded by tations without collapse or unacceptable deformation.38

The philosophy to be followed to achieve this dependsmodern computers and recording systems. Direct deri-
vation of stress using strain gauges and mechanical strain in part on a number of factors, e.g. the ability to inspect

and repair or replace the component, and the result ofrecorders (MSR) as used on the F-16 has also developed
in recent times, as too have the computer-based multi- complete failure of a component.

© 2000 Blackwell Science Ltd. Fatigue Fract Engng Mater Struct 23, 767–785
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Table 1 Monitoring tools

Tools Advantages Disadvantages

Flight hour, flight/landing cycle $ no equipment needed $ assumes each aircraft flies identical spectrum
counting $ simple and cheap (no mission variability)

$ cycle counting is only applicable to landing
and pressurized structure

Faigue meter $ simple and cheap $ relatively low accuracy
(Nz based counting $ lightweight $ only components affected by Nz can be
accelerometer—normally $ robust monitored
augmented by pilot flight time, $ minimal post-processing required $ Nz normally recorded at a fixed nominal
mission type and stores centre of gravity (CG)
information. Weight is assumed to $ difficult to validate data
be constant for entire flight) $ difficult to account for missing data

$ asymmetric loads not considered
$ fixed Nz ‘trigger’ levels
$ time history is lost, hence sequence effects

cannot be accounted for
$ weight and PITS must be assumed

(conservative)
$ transfer function between Nz and stress at

critical location required

Range pair counters $ relatively cheap $ time history lost
$ some data processing conducted on-board $ PITS must be assumed

$ difficult to validate data
$ difficult to account for missing data
$ sensor calibration difficult due to data format

Multi-channel recorders $ can monitor many flight parameters $ large loads development program required
(parametric systems) $ time history retained (numerous flight conditions required and

$ can be used for other investigations (incidents, equation development is time intensive and
over-stressing) intricate)

$ may record data from other sensors like strain $ accuracy of loads estimated outside original
gauges data set is questionable

$ allows automation of health checks $ abrupt manoeuvres, gust and buffet loads not
$ can potentially be used to tailor flying accounted for

operations to minimize damage $ expensive and normally production interfaced
with flight computer

$ software and post-processing intensive
$ data validation needed

Strain gauges $ directly monitors principal load component $ difficult to determine gauge locations
(e.g. wing root bending moment) $ gauge installation and maintenance is difficult

$ responsive to abrupt manoeuvres, gust and $ gauges require calibration
buffet loads $ reliability of strain gauge and amplifiers can be

$ directly comparable to fatigue test poor
$ accounts for weight changes during flight $ software and post-processing intensive
Fibre-optic gauges, e.g. Ref. [36] $ electrical resistance strain gauges are sensitive
$ insensitive to electro-magnetic interference to electro-magnetic interference
$ higher reliability than electrical resistance $ fibre-optic gauges need further development

strain gauges
$ high strain resolution

The fatigue management process starts with a design that there is an even distribution between the safe-life
and damage-tolerant design philosophies, and that newphilosophy that incorporates these factors. Table 2 lists

the two design philosophies used by some of the world’s aircraft are still designed and thus managed differently
from other aircraft of the same type.air forces (AF) which are integrated into the overall

fatigue management program for agile aircraft. It shows RAAF Aircraft Structural Integrity (ASI) management
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Table 2 Design philosophies used for
fatigue management by various
operators

Safe-life Damage
Aircraft Operator design limit tolerance Year

A-3 United States Navy (USN) 18 000 h1 198839

A-7 Portuguese AF Yes 199140

Alphajet French AF Yes2 199741

Eurofighter 2000 Royal AF Yes 199742

F-14 USN Yes 199643

F-15 USAF Yes 198444

F-16 USAF, Royal Netherlands AF Yes3 199645

F/A-18 USN 6000 h 199746

F/A-18 RAAF, Canadian Forces4 Yes 199847

F-111 RAAF Yes5 199648

Hawk T.Mk.1 RAF, RAAF 6000 h 199349

Kfir Israel AF Yes6 198850

MB339 CB Royal New Zealand AF Yes 199551

Mirage 2000 French AF Yes 199552

JAS-37 Viggen Swedish AF Yes7 199353

JAS-39 Gripen Swedish AF Yes 199353

Tornado German AF and Navy 4000 h 199154

1Extended from 3000 h to 18 000 h. 2Safe-life for 10 000 h in the original design. Mods cleared
it to 18 000 h. Life extension program based on damage tolerance approaches is now to be used.
3Designed for a service life of 8000 h. 4Reference [55] in 1981 states that the Canadian Forces
considered a durability and damage-tolerance approach, however, operate the CF-18 as a safe-
life aircraft. 5Originally safe-life of 4000 h. Changed in late 1980s to ‘Safety-by-inspection’, i.e.
damage-tolerance philosophy. 6Designed for a safe-life of 4000 h. 7Designed to a safe-life
philosophy. However, the aircraft was re-assessed for damage tolerance.

incorporates a combination of safe-life and damage- $ incorporate a loads monitoring program on each
aircraft to routinely measure load cycles in primarytolerance philosophies for the various aircraft. In the

case of the F/A-18, a safe-life philosophy is used. The structure (as opposed to ‘hot-spots’);47

$ employ an economic and reliable fatigue monitoringF-111, which began service in Australia in 1973, was
initially managed on a safe-life basis, but later, a safety- system;

$ ensure data integrity;by-inspection approach was justified through analytical
calculations, a durability and damage-tolerance analysis, $ include the calibration of operational data with fatigue

test data;and proof load testing.4 (The safety-by-inspection phil-
osophy is equivalent to a damage tolerance philosophy.) $ consider the method of processing fleet data (i.e.

either raw data collection for ground-based processingWith the USAF now no longer operating F-111 aircraft,
a full Australian review of the durability and damage or on-board processing);

$ include a damage model that provides an accuratetolerance analysis of each of the critical points identified
by the original equipment manufacturer is being estimation of fatigue accrual on a scientifically robust

basis; andundertaken.
The aircraft design philosophy, however is but one $ provide the operator with regular feedback.

aspect of the overall fatigue management process. The
These elements are considered in the followingfatigue management process should also:

sections.
$ consider that fleet aircraft cannot be operated beyond

the equivalent damage accrual demonstrated in a
I N D I V I D U A L A I R C R A F T M O N I T O R I N G

fatigue test and any life extension must be substan-
P R O G R A M S

tiated by further fatigue tests to determine the next
critical location (appropriate repairs followed by test- Among other factors, the variation in the operational

loading experienced by a fighter type aircraft throughouting to failure is required);
$ seek to manage fleet structural integrity based on its life and the need to identify operational overloads

make individual aircraft tracking (IAT) programsfatigue test results;
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necessary. Furthermore, to assess the consumed fatigue $ modification of operations to stabilize the rate of
fatigue life consumption;life of an aircraft structure, knowledge of the actual load

experienced by that structure is essential.56 And even $ building an operational load database in conjunction
with flight trials for application to a fatigue test andwhere a safe-life may be stipulated, some aircraft are

retired at a different number of flight hours due to their to compare with early fatigue test data;61

$ identifying the variability in response between aircraftcalculated rate of fatigue damage accumulation being
higher or lower than the target rate because of oper- in the fleet under the same flight conditions (through

assessment of mission severity, effects of stores andational variations.
Prime factors driving IAT are the unique combination point-in-the-sky affects);

$ gaining a better understanding of the loading environ-of loads experienced by different aircraft in the fleet and
the availability of a good on-board monitoring com- ment (in conjunction with flight trials data); and

$ observation of the difficulties introduced by buffetputer.57 Traditionally, it was assumed that if the fleet
average load factor (Nz) exceedance curves matched that and structural redundancy at vertical tails.47

of the design spectrum, the aircraft could safely be
Data obtained from IAT programs can also be used:

operated until the design life. Today, however, each
operator of modern aircraft is likely to have a different $ to better design future aircraft or be smart buyers in

the acquisition of new aircraft for the same role; andusage spectrum to the design spectrum. The root bend-
ing moment of the component is the primary factor to $ to define (in conjunction with flight trials data) which

parameters might be measured on new aircraft or newmonitor instead of Nz (due to non-linear aerodynamic
and adaptive controls) and a fleet-wide average load systems for the same aircraft to allow the more

accurate calculation of the life of critical structuralspectrum is not viewed as being accurate enough for
agile combat aircraft.58,59 components.

While heavy military transport aircraft have very strict
mission profiles, agile fighter, trainer or attack type

Fleet usage variability
aircraft are well known to experience substantial varia-
bility in their missions (see Ref. [60] and next section). Once critical locations are identified in the design stage

and in fatigue tests, IAT programs are used to accumulateTherefore, they cannot be tracked based on mission
hours alone, and it is the authors’ view that an IAT and analyse load data from each aircraft in the fleet to

predict the damage status at the critical locations. Hence,program is necessary for agile combat type aircraft. For
the RAAF F/A-18 fleet, IAT is conducted with every the fatigue life status of each aircraft throughout its life,

based on its own operational load spectrum is determined.F/A-18 in the fleet instrumented with the same basic
system, this being the maintenance signal data recording From this information, the amount of fatigue life consumed

and the remaining life for each aircraft in the fleet may besystem (MSDRS).38

One of the greatest benefits of an IAT program is that calculated independently of other aircraft in the fleet.
Calculating a life based on individual spectra reveals aloads monitoring can take place without a prior knowl-

edge of the exact critical location. Ideally, provided that wide spread in the rate of fatigue usage, as shown in
Fig. 2 for RAAF data collected over 135 000 operationala sufficient number of primary load carrying structures

are routinely monitored, stresses at all critical locations hours on over 70 F/A-18 aircraft. The fatigue accumu-
lation rate is the individual aircraft fatigue damage value,could be determined from fatigue tests, with a transfer

function relating the monitored load to the critical calculated using the standard RAAF F/A-18 method, and
location stresses. Therefore, a change in the critical
location can be accommodated through the development
of a new transfer function to the new critical location.

Some of the benefits gained from the RAAF IAT
program include:

$ drawing comparison between design and usage spectra
for each aircraft;

$ estimation of the fatigue life or damage status of
major components on each aircraft based on loads
monitoring in the primary structure of that aircraft
and related to fatigue test results;

$ planning of maintenance action according to fatigue
Fig. 2 Rate of fatigue damage accumulation for a fleet of aircraft.life estimates;
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then normalized by the aircraft’s operational hours. It for fleet management, to reduce the cost of unsched-
uled repairs.can be seen that using a fleet average would be unwise

because some aircraft accrue fatigue damage at almost Because IAT allows individual rates of fatigue usage
or crack growth rates to be estimated, inspections, repairstwice the rate of others. The figure also shows that left

unchecked, this trend does not ‘average out’ over the or any other maintenance action can be carried out
based on accumulated fatigue values or crack lengthslife of the fleet.
instead of flight hours or other simplified usage monitor-
ing. If operational usage is found to be less severe thanComparison between design and usage spectra
design estimates, the incorporation of structural modifi-
cations and repairs based on design certification testingIt has previously been stated that ‘if differences in

mission mixture between aircraft remain systemic and can be delayed.
IAT programs can also highlight when operationalsignificant, there is a case for individual airplane track-

ing’.60 This systemic difference is now common and very limits are exceeded and identify the need for mainten-
ance action.significant in agile fighter aircraft. In fact, it is rare for

two agile aircraft of the same type to experience identical
loads for the same type of mission; hence, the need for

Modify operationsIAT to examine usage spectra is justified.
New aircraft are serving multiple roles and expectations IAT is particularly useful if large variability exists

between squadron operations, between missions andof enhanced performance are leading to higher operational
demands being placed on them. Hence, the operational perhaps between pilots. With agile fighter aircraft, mis-

sions of the same type will lead to the accumulation ofspectrum of a new aircraft type may be expected to be
more severe than the same aircraft type just retired from different amounts of damage.60

Currently, RAAF F/A-18 operations are broken downthe fleet. The experience of many operators is that the
average usage spectrum is more severe than the design into 44 different types of missions. A breakdown into

mission type has revealed that the variation in fatiguespectrum60 as was the case in early RAAF flying for a fleet
average, as indicated in Fig. 3. damage accrual rate within a mission type is substantial

(at least one order of magnitude). In fact, the variationOperational loads spectra may be more severe than the
assumed design spectra due to variations in the way the seen within one mission type can be as large as that

between missions.60 Hence, it cannot be assumed that aaircraft is operated (mission variability and pilot technique)
or due to more severe manoeuvres being experienced for change in mission from one type to another will necessar-

ily result in less fatigue damage for fighter aircraft.the same given mission. Their definition can be useful in
identifying trends in aircraft usage, to determine whether IAT can be used to determine how the structural life

of an aircraft varies with aircraft operations. These canthe flying has become more benign or more severe and to
schedule operations accordingly. be customized (by varying the point-in-the sky flown:

PITS) to meet operational and maintenance needs, or
to determine the cost of specific operations. Particularly

Maintenance action damaging flight regimes may be identified and their
occurrences may be reduced.IAT programs can further be used to establish the

inspection and modification requirements and schedules IAT programs also allow for identification of usage
trends over time at fleet, squadron, mission or pilot
level. The effect of changes in roles, mission types and
mission content on the fatigue life can all be examined
and appropriate changes to aircraft operations can be
made if warranted.

Operational loads monitoring

While the IAT program means that all aircraft are fitted
with the same standard equipment, it is also beneficial
to have at least one aircraft in the fleet equipped to
preform a loads development or strain survey program.
In the RAAF, the F/A-18 and F-111 fleet have one
aircraft each fitted with the standard IAT equipment asFig. 3 Comparison of design and operational usage for RAAF early

flying on a combat aircraft (from Ref. [55]). well as additional strain gauges, accelerometers and
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sophisticated data acquisition system for loads develop- tems has also led to a sharp increase in the amount of
data collected and thus in the costs involved with datament work.62 Another example of this is the Swedish

JAS-39 program, where one aircraft is dedicated to the processing, software development and data analysis.
Therefore, to minimize the effort required after data areloads survey program, to which 500 strain gauges were

fitted.53 Further examples of loads survey programs may collected, there is an incentive for the operator to choose
the right monitoring system at the outset.be found in Refs [63–65].

Often in redundant structures loads experienced in flight In fleet operations, the accuracy of the fatigue life or
crack length prediction depends primarily on two factors,may be distributed differently from those of the fatigue

test article, and components with the highest in-flight load viz. the fatigue monitoring tools that are used in the
IAT and the accuracy of the model being used for themay not be the most critical. In the case of the F/A-18,

three centre fuselage bulkheads absorb the wing bending prediction.
Usage monitoring based solely on recoding ‘adminis-loads. Considering that the most fatigue critical locations

on the F/A-18 structure are thought to be the bulkheads, trative’ parameters, e.g. flight hours, mission type, mis-
sion duration, pilot name, configuration, take-off andit is worthwhile collecting flight data at these to verify the

loads used on the fatigue test. landing weight have been used in the past. However, the
advent of sophisticated data acquisition systems has led
to more accurate methods being developed. Flight hour

Aerodynamic buffet
or Nz counting are poor options (Table 1) for modern
air forces operating technologically advanced fighterA major performance improvement to fighter aircraft

over the last two decades has been the increased angles aircraft. Some of the monitoring tools used on modern
aircraft are listed in Table 3.of attack that they have been able to achieve. This

improvement has given rise to unsteady aerodynamic As evident from Table 3, the individual and combi-
nations of tools used varies greatly among aircraft andbuffet loads that excite the flexible modes of the wing

and empennage. This has led to structural problems even among operators of the same aircraft. Fatigue
meters alone are still used in four older generationwith the F-111 TACT,66 F/A-18,67 F-15,65,68 Jaguar,69

Hawk,49 T-4570 and numerous other aircraft. IAT and fighters, while only two operators use purely flight
parameter-based systems (the ‘indirect method’). Noflight test programs can also be used to examine phen-

omena such as outer wing and empennage buffet and operator was found to exclusively use strain gauges (the
‘direct method’). The most popular combination foundtheir effects on the fatigue life of critical structure. With

sophisticated fatigue monitoring systems such as that on was a strain gauge system supplemented by flight param-
eters as recommended in Ref. [47].the F/A-18, an extensive database was developed to

identify the conditions at which these phenomena occur When considering the tools to be used for fatigue
monitoring, aside from the cost, perhaps the mostand to further investigate the problem.

Fatigue monitoring of the vertical tail can be difficult important considerations are the volume and accuracy
of the data. Other factors, e.g. maintenance of thedue to complexities such as buffeting, a redundant struc-

ture and non-linear relationship with the normal acceler- system, data compression, data integrity, data retrieval,
upgrade cost, size and weight must all be considered.ation at the aircraft’s centre of gravity. Strain gauges

have been fitted to the F/A-18 empennage for the Modularity of the system, the number of channels,
memory, programming and data sampling frequencypurposes of fatigue monitoring. However, this IAT has

demonstrated that difficulty in calibration and relating must also be given consideration.82

Many aircraft today are undergoing avionics upgradesfleet measured strains to fatigue test results for the
vertical tail have made their use impractical.71 and fatigue monitoring systems are being reviewed with

these upgrades. Sampling rates of the systems are increas-Time spent in certain dynamically fatigue-damaging
angle of attack and dynamic pressure regimes have also ing and ‘megasamples per second’ may soon be common.

Parameters should be sampled at sufficiently high ratesbeen examined67 to quantify buffet affects. Today, how-
ever, a reliable and accurate method is still the subject and account for dynamic loading. Sampling rates as high

as 70 and 140 samples per second were used on theof studies.72

Nimrod aircraft in 1984, when systems were much larger
and heavier91 than today’s modern systems. Today, sam-

F A T I G U E M O N I T O R I N G S Y S T E M S
pling rates over 500 Hz may be easily achieved on data
acquisition systems, but are yet to be installed on anyHistorically, substantial effort has gone into system

design, manufacture and data collection in fatigue moni- aircraft studied in this review.
Fleet structural integrity managers must take intotoring systems. However, the rapid improvement in the

computing power of structural fatigue monitoring sys- consideration possible upgrades in computer systems and
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Table 3 Service load monitoring systems
on modern aircraft Dedicated No. of strain Flight % of service

Aircraft (operator) fatigue meter gauges parameter aircraft fitted

A-3 (US Navy) m 1 × 100%39

Alphajet (French AF) m 0 × 100%41

AMX (Italian AF) × 12 m 100%73

B-1B (US AF1) m 6 m 100%74

EF200 (Partner nations)2 × m m TBD42

F-14 (US Navy) × 0 m
43

F-15 (US AF) m
3 0 m 20%74

F-16 (Royal Nedl. AF) × 5 m 100%75

F-16 (US AF)4 × 1 m 100%45

F/A-18 (RAAF) × 175
m 100%76

F/A-18 (US Navy) × 6 m 100%46

(R)F-104 (Royal Nedl. AF) m 0 × 15%58

F-111 (RAAF)6 m 11 × 4%48

Hawk (RAF) m 0 × 100%49

Hawk (RAAF—specification) m 6 × 100%77

JAS-39 (Swedish AF) m 58 × 100%53

JAS-37 (Swedish AF) m 0 × 53

Kfir (Israel) m 0 × 100%50

MB339CB (Royal NZAF) m 8 × 100%51

Mirage 2000 (French AF) m 0 m 100%52

Tornado (Italian AF) × 0 m 100%78

Tornado (Royal AF) m m × 100%5

Tornado (German AF)7 × 2 m 10%54,79

(m=yes; ×=no).
1The B-1B is included here because it was the first aircraft in the USAF to incorporate as a
design requirement, a dedicated Structural Data Collector to record structural loads on every
aircraft.74 It was the first USAF aircraft to be equipped with a load monitoring device capable
of recording flight parameters on every aircraft in the fleet. 2Both the strain gauge and flight
parameter-based systems have been accommodated in the design. Individual operators will
select one or both of these systems. 3All F-15s in the USAF are equipped with fatigue meters.
4The Crash Survivable Flight Data Recorder is fitted to every aeroplane but is not used for
fatigue monitoring at present. 5RAAF F/A-18s are fitted with the additional strain-based
Aircraft Fatigue Data Analysis System (AFDAS).81 6Only four F-111s in the RAAF are
equipped with AFDAS, however all F-111C have fatigue meters. 71987 figure quoted from
Ref. [80]. 8These gauges are calibrated in flight.

collect data that are transferable from one system to the Commonality in the ground-based processing across
all aircraft types for each AF is highly desirable, albeitnext. When data are not transferable from one system

to the next, it becomes difficult or impossible to accu- probably uneconomical and impractical. While it may
not be necessary for all the systems to be identical,rately account for data from early periods of flying. This

difficulty in filling in missing data and other problems similarity in the systems can lead to cost savings through
commonality in ground-based software.associated with mid-life upgrades highlights the impor-

tance of getting it right at the time the aircraft is
introduced into service. Strain gauges

The direct method of loads monitoring using strain
gauges is the method advocated by the authors. However, Historically, concerns with the inability to monitor stress

activity near the wing root by a fatigue meter alone ledthese should be complemented by the indirect or flight
parameter-based method to ‘fill in’ for missing or corrupt to the development of strain-measuring devices capable

of responding primarily to the wing root bendingdata, and to validate and calibrate strain gauge data.47

Other advantages of this combination include the ability moment (WRBM). Strain gauges located near the wing
root were installed to enable the effects of weight changesto analyse flying on a PITS basis and the option of using

a parameter-based secondary system to validate data with fuel burn and weapons release during flight to be
accounted for.from the primary system.59
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Today, judicious placement of the strain gauges can
account for these effects at various PITS constituting
the flight envelope. The location of the strain gauge
must be such that its response is predominantly influ-
enced by the principal loading inducing the fatigue
damage at the critical locations considered. In particular,
care must be taken to ensure that the location of the
strain gauge:

$ can be calibrated to the damage-inducing load;
$ is dominated by the principal load (e.g. WRBM) and

insensitive to other loading actions;
Fig. 4 Right and left wing strains in a roll to the left.

$ is in an area of low stress gradient;
$ can be directly related to the stress at critical structural

locations (preferably by a linear relationship for both
standard (Table 4), but this number may vary in future

positive and negative loads);
aircraft.

$ is not prone to gauge ‘drift’ (varying response to a Critical point or ‘hot-spot’ strain measurement is still
nominal load over time. F/A-18 wing root lugs are an

common practice, e.g. see Ref. [48], but is not rec-
example of this);

ommended for IAT.84,85 The major problem with hot-
$ is not subject to load redistribution due to redundant

spot gauges is that they are placed in regions of non-
load paths;

uniform strain that make calibration and replacement
$ is accessible for easy replacement;

difficult. A good example of the former problem was
$ is positioned as close to practicable to a backup strain

with the F-16 MSR where a variation in strain from
gauge in the advent that the primary strain gauge fails

85% to 155% was seen over the length of the MSR75

or drifts;
for a given load case. (The MSR is 203 mm long with a

$ is replicated at a ‘mirrored’ location to estimate the
gauge length of about 13 mm and is installed on the

asymmetrical component of the loading;
lower flange of the centre fuselage wing carry-through

$ is replicated on the fatigue test article so that direct
bulkhead.) Furthermore, a high strain gradient and thecomparisons can be made (often overlooked in many
relatively large gauge length implies that the maximum

IAT programs); and
strain is not recorded and uniform strain through the

$ is accurately positioned and protected from the strain gauge is not present.
environment and service wear.

While the benefits and drawbacks of ‘hot-spot’ moni-
toring have been mentioned,47 the authors’ views areStrain gauges have the advantage of being sensitive to

load, and thus aerodynamic phenomena, and provide an that strain gauges used in IAT programs should be for
structural load monitoring only. In that application, theindication of the loads the structure experiences. The

magnitude of the effects of phenomena such as buffet loads measured by the strain gauges are related to stresses
at a critical point via a transfer function, instead of beingand gust loads can only be measured by strain gauges or

accelerometers70 and not by flight parameters or fatigue used directly for maximum stress measurement. Hence,
the aim is not to place gauges to determine their lowermeters. The installation of a gauge must be performed

precisely with a template (location and orientation are or upper limits, but to measure loads in the main paths
leading to the critical areas.critical) and the gauge must not be fragile or erratic.

Procedures must be in place to frequently check the Gauges should be sampled at frequencies of about 10
times the natural frequency of the fundamental bendingcondition of the gauges and erroneous gauges must be

found and replaced quickly. mode of the structure for areas that are suspected to be
dynamically affected. This will ensure that the maximumIdeally, both sides of the attachment locations (especi-

ally the wing root) should be monitored.59 Operational peak and valley of each cycle are captured.
data have shown that the accumulation of fatigue damage
on the two sides of the aircraft may not be even, as Strain gauge calibration
demonstrated by left and right F/A-18 wing root strain
being different depending on the manoeuvre as shown Because the fatigue usage of a military aircraft is normally

calibrated against the damage accumulated on a fatiguein Fig. 4.
The number of channels available on the data acqui- test article, calibration of strain gauges located in nom-

inally identical locations to those on the fatigue testsition system may restrict the number of gauges that can
be placed. Currently, about seven gauges appears to be article is essential in order to obtain an accurate estimate
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Table 4 Service load monitoring
locations using strain gauges Aircraft Operator Total CR IW OW FF CF RF HTR VTR Other

A-3 USN 1 — 1
AMX Italian AF 12 — 3 1 1 2 1 2 2
AV-8B Royal AF82 16 — 1 2 6 2 3 1 1
Hawk Royal AF 141 — 3 4 2 2 3
B-1B USAF 5 — 2 3
EF2000 RAF 16 3 1 1 1 4 1 — 1 4
F-16 RNLAF 5 — 1 1 1 1 1
F-16 USAF 1 — 1
F/A-18 USN, RAAF-MSDRS 7 — 1 1 1 2 2
F/A-18 RAAF-AFDAS 11 — 1 1 1 3 2 2 1
F/A-18 Swiss AF-MSDRS83 7 — 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
F-111 RAAF 11 — 6 1 2 1 1
JAS-39 Swedish AF 5 2 2 1
Tornado German AF and Navy 2 — 2

Unless otherwise stated, reference documents for each aircraft are the same as those shown in Table 3. CR,
canard root; FF, forward fuselage; HTR, horizontal tail root; IW, inner wing; CF, centre fuselage; VTR,
vertical tail root; OW, outer wing; RF, rear fuselage.
1These gauges were only used during the OLM survey program.

of the fatigue life. They must be calibrated so that the validated by ground calibration of 10 fleet aircraft from
various squadrons.86,89,90 The ground calibrationloads derived from them can be directly related to loads

derived from the equivalent strain gauge on the fatigue involved application of a distributed or point load to the
structure in question and the simultaneous recording oftest article. To verify the fatigue test loading the test

article gauges may also have been calibrated against the the strain experienced by the strain gauge. This pro-
cedure was used to identify the strain per root bendingresponse of a loads development aircraft.

Furthermore, two gauges placed at nominally identical moment (from regression analysis) for the wings, vertical
tails and horizontal stabilators, to validate the analyticallocations, but on different airframes, may not respond

equally to a nominally equal global load due to slight methods.
Alternatively, gauges may be calibrated in flight, underdifferences in airframe build quality, strain gauge align-

ment, adhesive thickness and in the gauge factor or certain configurations and regimes that are flown often.
For example, the 1g trimmed condition under a commongauge/amplifier sensitivity. Multiple load paths in a

redundant structure may also cause varying gauge stores and weight configuration could be used. On the
JAS-39, in-flight calibrated strain gauge bridges areresponse arising from differences that are ‘built-in’

before delivery. This variability has been observed to be used91 and studies examining this method on the F/A-18
were noted as being operationally expensive.92 Theas much as 50% in vertical tails of the RAAF F/A-18

fleet.86 major advantage of this method is that it can be auto-
mated to reduce post-processing efforts.Calibration is also necessary to account for drift in

the strain gauge reading. With the F/A-18, the wing
root strain gauge is known to drift as a result of the

Flight parameters
wing pin attachment bushings causing a redistribution
of stress near the strain gauge.87 This strain gauge is Many military aircraft today have a sophisticated com-

puterized control system that relates flight parameterscalibrated by comparing operational data with that pro-
duced by a reference WRBM applied at the appropriate to control surface deflections. These control systems

together with fatigue monitoring systems are sometimesfatigue test article.47,59,87

Analytical predictions of the calibration factor should integrated into the mission computer.
With flight parameter-based systems, loads in thebe adopted because it is very costly to physically conduct

a ground calibration of each aircraft. While the major load carrying members are calculated from flight
parameters using regression techniques.93 These loadsAustralian F/A-18 fleet of ~70 aircraft is relatively small,

a major effort would be required to calibrate each aircraft in turn are related to stresses at critical locations via
transfer functions. The load equations are often devel-(as was performed in RAF Tornado.88) Hence, analytical

methods, involving the identification of similar oper- oped for a certain range of strain (i.e. separate equations
for tensile and compressive loads) and for symmetri-ational PITS and configurations, were developed and
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cal or asymmetrical flight, supersonic and subsonic
D A T A H A N D L I N G A N D P R O C E S S I N G

conditions. Further studies have shown that separate
equations are also required for different stores With the growing volume of data being captured by the

monitoring systems, data handling procedures that areconfigurations.76,94

Flight parameters should be integral to an IAT system efficient, inexpensive and simple must be in place. While
much of the data handling procedures are being out-and may be used to:
sourced by operators, it is important for the operator to

$ calibrate strain gauges;
determine the level of involvement they have in the

$ validate strains and estimate strains when data are
overall process. The level of involvement feeds back into

corrupted;
the decision as to whether an aircraft should have

$ produce aircraft utilization statistics; on-board data manipulation and analysis software to
$ determine significant loads;52,95,96 and

produce a final damage value for each flight or only
$ provide an independent check of the damage calcu-

capture data with all processing being executed
lated via the strain gauges, as recommended in on-ground by the operator or a contractor.
Ref. [59].

As technology and the science of fatigue are constantly
improving, the monitoring system should be capable ofIn order for flight parameters to be used in the first

two cases, sufficient synchronously monitored param- being upgraded. Because upgrades of on-board hardware
or software are very expensive and not uncommon withineters are required to estimate the recorded strains to a

desired level of accuracy. For example, it has been the lifetime of the aircraft, systems should be modular
for ease of upgrade or replacement.shown76 that for empennage strain gauges, the following

parameters (among others) are significant:

On-board versus ground-based processing$ angle of attack, a;
$ stabilator deflection, delev;

The amount of on-board processing may vary. As a
$ rudder deflection drud;

minimum raw Nz , strains and flight parameter data may
$ trailing edge flap deflection, dTEF;

be recorded. A form of on-board data compression is
$ yaw rate, r;

the storage of only peaks and valleys of the signals
$ pitch rate, q; and

(where low amplitude or low mean cycles are ‘discrimi-
$ aileron deflection, dail . nately’ omitted). If only peaks and valleys are stored,

then it is highly recommended that each peak and valleyThe parameters listed in Table 5 are indicative of
those recommended for inclusion in a flight parameter- trigger be ‘time-stamped’ to enable data checking at a

later date.100 Developing from peak valley recording,based fatigue monitoring system.
Some of the parameters recorded on agile aircraft numerous operators ‘cycle count’ the data101 and/or

discretize data into a fixed number of levels (currentlyemploying flight parameters are listed in Table 6. As
listed in the table, following from the V–g–h recorder about 40 appears common) and a matrix of occurrences

is created, as per the JAS39.102 This is then furtherconcept, the four most important parameters (speed,
altitude, load factor and weight) are recorded on almost processed on-board, to produce a measure of fatigue

damage (e.g. fatigue index—FI or damage value), orevery system. While angle of attack is commonly meas-
ured, angle of sideslip is rarely recorded. Angular rates downloaded after the flight for further processing, similar

to the RAAF AFDAS system.and control surface deflections are generally recorded
on the newer systems on fighter aircraft. However, their Typical on-board processing today includes data

checking routines, a stress calculation for each location,sampling rates are often too low for meaningful results
to be produced.86 cycle counting, damage calculation and result storage.52

Table 5 Flight parameters recommended
for monitoring$ absolute time $ normal load factor, Nz $ Mach number, M

$ relative time $ fuel weight $ true airspeed, TAS
$ roll rate, p $ all up weight, W $ calibrated airspeed
$ pitch rate, q $ stores weights $ dynamic pressure, Q
$ yaw rate, r $ angle of attack, a $ altitude, h
$ roll angle $ angle of sideslip, b $ control surface deflections
$ pitch angle $ wing sweep angle, L (canard, flap, aileron,
$ yaw angle elevator, rudder)
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Table 6 Flight parameters recorded on some aircraft

Aircraft (operator) V Nz h W a b drud dflap delev dail Nz p q r ṗ L Other Ref.

B-1B (USAF) m m m m × × × m × × × × × × × m × 74
F-14 (US Navy) m m m m m × m m m × × m m × m m × 43
F-15 (USAF) m m m m m × m × m m m m m m m — m 97
F-16 (USAF) m m m m m × m m m m m m m m m — m 98
F/A-18 (RAAF, USN) m m m m m × m m m m m m m m × — m 76
F-111 (RAF) m m m m m × m m m × m m m m × m m 48
Hawk (RAF)1

m m m × × × m m m m m × × × × — m 49
Mirage 2000 (French AF) m m m m × × × × m × × × × × × — × 52
Tornado (Italian AF) m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m × 99
Tornado (German AF) m m m m m × m m — m × m m m × m m 54, 79

(m=yes; ×=no).
1OLM program only. Operational fatigue monitoring is only carried out with a fatigue meter.

An example of a fighter aircraft where on-board real- cessing the raw data for a fleet of 70 aircraft can be
completed in approximately a fortnight.time fatigue calculations are conducted is the Eurofighter

2000 (which is known as the structural health monitoring In terms of cost, it is somewhat difficult to obtain a
breakdown between maintenance times and softwaresystem).42 With this system, internal loads for various

flight conditions and structural locations are predicted development times. However, the USN experience at
maintaining the software alone is reported to be in thefrom finite element models or obtained from fatigue

tests and stored in templates on-board the aircraft. Flight order of $285 per year per aircraft.44

parameters are then recorded on-board and the stress
for that condition is obtained from one of the 17 500

Data integrity and fill-in methods
on-board templates. So, for each flight or block, a stress
spectrum is generated, which is then cycle counted and

Recording systems are effected by external factors thatthe incremental crack lengths determined. The B-1B has
a similar system containing a database for over 1000 lead to a loss of data or to the recording of spurious

data. It is common for data losses to be 10–20%.18load conditions covering a range of PIS and is used
directly to produce a stress spectrum for specific About a decade ago, this figure was in the order of

50%.44 Hence, it may be expected that the current figurelocations.97

At the other end of the spectrum, the F/A-18 is an will decline to half its value in another decade.
Data errors may have various sources:aircraft where minimal processing is carried out on-

board and extensive processing is performed on-ground.46

$ instrument malfunctions, faulty sensors or unser-Although on-board processing appears attractive, it has
viceability errors;many significant pitfalls (Table 7). Data that are collected

$ recording system failure leading to no data beingon-board but compressed cannot be easily verified, vali-
recorded for portions of or for complete flights;dated or calibrated after the flight. Therefore, on-board

$ data down-load errors leading to loss of data;damage calculation cannot be recommended if raw data
$ recording errors in the system that lead to data spikes;are not stored with the final damage values.
$ system input errors that lead to excessive data (e.g.The frequency of data downloading and the time

too many turning points in a particular time beingspent in downloading is a major maintenance consider-
captured due to a discriminant being set too low); andation, and downloads after every flight are not desirable

$ other reasons that lead to corrupt data (where theas this consumes much time. A download frequency of
data recorded are unrealistic, such as where data areabout once every 50 h appears acceptable. However, it
duplicated across various portions of a flight).still means ~100 downloads over the lifetime of the

aircraft. Hence, for each parameter or combination of param-
Fleet reprocessing may sometimes be required to eters, the following checks should be conducted:

account for errors or improvements in the software. In
such cases, it may be necessary to identify the status of $ range operational envelope limit checks;

$ maximum rate of change;the fleet (from the data of acceptance) using the improved
software. Australian experience has shown that repro- $ excessive recording;
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Table 7 Some of the benefits and drawbacks of on-board and ground-based processing

Advantages Disadvantages

On-board (damage or life $ Low volume of data. $ Data compression does not allow access to raw
calculated on-board) $ Minimal space is taken up in the aircraft. data.

$ Light-weight. $ Subsequent analyses cannot trace back the
$ Quick access to data. original data.
$ Short turn-around times. $ Software must be accurate because it is

expensive to amend (the in-flight damage
calculation).

$ Re-processing of fleet data is not possible or is
very difficult.

$ Only available for pre-determined critical
locations. Changes to the critical location may
require a software change.

Ground-based (only raw data $ Access to raw data for validation, calibrations $ Large data storage equipment required
collected on-board) and other studies. on-board the aircraft.

$ Re-analysis of data may be performed (i.e. a $ Long ‘down-load’ times.
whole lifetime may be re-analysed as in the case $ Access to fatigue damage data not immediately
for the RAAF F/A-18). available.

$ Special purpose software packages may be $ Extensive ground-based analysis software
developed and improved without the need for required.
on-board software upgrades. $ Significant logistical effort for data validation

$ Only a recording system is needed. and archiving.
$ Shared resources (software) between different

aircraft types.

$ data cutting out in the middle of a flight (continuity); interpretation of fatigue test data and application to the
fleet can be difficult.$ spikes;

$ data repetition: Full-scale fatigue tests seek to:103

$ initialization; and
$ identify the most critical parts of the overall structure

$ synchronization between parameters (for time lags).
which are susceptible to fatigue damage;

Spurious data are found on every system, and lost or
$ compare analytical design data with fatigue test data;

bad data from a fraction of a second or a whole flight
$ substantiate a life extension program;

must be accounted for. As an example, with the RAAF
$ determine the safe-life or damage tolerance limits; and

F/A-18, single bad points in the wing root strain gauge
$ determine crack growth characteristics and accord-

are accounted for (filled-in) using V–g–h parametric ingly formulate inspection and maintenance schedules.
methods, while whole flights are filled-in using a method
based on the typical damage accumulated by the type of The results of the fatigue test are required in order

to implement a fatigue monitoring system. It is then theflying conducted.87 Due to the variability in missions
stated earlier, the fill-in method should be conservative fatigue behaviour at each critical location that fatigue

damage models seek to simulate. Some damage modelsin its estimate of the life (i.e. predict a shorter life value)
to ensure safety of the aircraft. used for fatigue monitoring are listed in Table 8. It

should be noted, as highlighted in this paper, that the
‘damage model’ is only one component of the overall

D A M A G E M O D E L S A N D F A T I G U E T E S T
monitoring system. Each component contributes to the

R E S U L T S
overall accuracy of the monitoring system. Regardless of
the basis of the damage model, be it total life or crackA purpose of any fatigue monitoring program is to

determine the fatigue life status of a fleet of aircraft growth, the other components should be common.
These fatigue models should be calibrated using thebased on their operational spectrum. All fleet structural

integrity programs are established on the results of full-scale fatigue test results complemented by material
coupon test, component tests and/or from in-serviceanalytical studies and full-scale fatigue tests. However,

with a difference between operational and design spectra, defects.
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Table 8 Fatigue damage models used on some of today’s aircraft

Aircraft Method

F/A-18 Local strain approach using cyclic and hysteresis material curves and Neuber’s notch stress rule.104 Data are cycle
counted. Empirical equivalent strain equation used to convert cycles for any stress ratio to the equivalent damage for a
cycle with stress ratio of −1.

Tornado Palmgren–Miner cumulative damage rule.105 Material stress–life curves for various stress ratios, geometric stress intensity
factors and manufacturing methods are used to ascertain the number of cycles to failure.

Hawk Palmgren–Miner cumulative damage rule. Material stress–life curves for various geometric stress intensity factors and
manufacturing methods are used to ascertain the number of cycles to failure.49

A-7 Forman equation to define crack growth rate curves. EFGRO program contains Wheeler retardation model where
growth rates are reduced for cycles after an overload until flaw grows ‘through’ the yield zone.40

Kfir Crack closure model to describe crack growth and retardation characteristics.50

F-15 Contact stress model accounts for residual stresses that arise from peak overloads and crack growth retardation caused by
plasticity at the crack tip.68

F-16 (RNLAF) Crack growth model where sequence effects are taken into account and are calibrated to a reference usage period and
reference strain. Interactions between large and small load cycles are accounted for. Crack closure and crack growth
retardation are accounted for and the minimum crack opening stress is taken into consideration.106

F-16 (USAF) Uses the modified Willenborg model107 with classical stress intensity solutions. Historically, stress exceedance data and a
flaw growth library were used to create cumulative flaw growth curves for each control point on each aircraft.45

JAS-37 Viggen Cycle-by-cycle analysis used without load interaction effects (plasticity ignored). Finite element stress analysis for stress
intensity calculations. LIFE program compared with CRACK IV, EFFGRO and ESACRACK programs.108

Mirage 2000 ONERA’s crack closure model.109

B-1B Utilizes the Walker equation. Routine includes a tensile overload retardation model and a compressive load acceleration
model. The load interaction model is a modified Willenborg/Chang model that assumes that the overload retardation
effect is caused by variations in the local stress field as the crack grows through the compressive residual stress zones
produced by the overload. The Willenborg model predicts that the maximum retardation will occur immediately after the
overload and the growth rate will return to its constant amplitude counterpart when the current interaction zone reaches
the end of the overload interaction zone.97

It must be shown that the damage model can scale the application of fatigue test results to fleet data, an
IAT (International Aircraft Technology) program, abetween the fatigue test result and the extremes of fleet

usage. Therefore, the spectrum applied to a fatigue test reliable and economical fatigue monitoring system,
validation of damage models and data calibration.must be accurately interpretable using the fatigue

damage model chosen for IAT purposes. RAAF F/A-18 It has been shown that IAT has been beneficial in
comparing operational and design usage, in the planningfleet management is based on numerous fatigue tests and

damage models are calibrated to their results.59 of maintenance action, in modifying operations and in
the understanding of structural problems.Many aims of an operational loads monitoring or an

IAT program can only be achieved through the conduct The various options for fatigue monitoring systems
have been presented, and a way forward using a combi-of a fatigue test. These aims include identification of

fatigue critical locations, substantiation of analytical test nation of direct and indirect methods has been
recommended.lives and the identification of potential services failures

due to high loads. Hence, there is a strong relationship In summary, the Australian F/A-18 fatigue manage-
ment program has shown that fatigue monitoring shouldbetween the full-scale fatigue test result and the IAT

program. not be an afterthought to the design. Careful consider-
ation must be given to the design philosophy, the moni-
toring system, the fatigue test and the application of its

C O N C L U S I O N S
results to the fleet early in the process.

A review of the state of the art in fatigue monitoring
has been presented, examining philosophies, systems and

R E F E R E N C E Stools, fatigue models and fatigue test interpretation.
Experience with Australian fatigue monitoring programs

1 W. Schütz (1973) Fatigue Life Prediction for Aircraft Structureshas been drawn on to highlight deficiencies in certain and Materials. AGARD-LS-62, ICAF-Doc-693. Advisory Group
practises and forecast future programs. for Aerospace Research and Development, France.

It has been shown that due consideration in the 2 D. J. Jones, M. J. Duffield and D. M. Holford (1998) Future
Fatigue Monitoring Systems for Fixed Wing Aircraft. Proposals formanagement of fighter aircraft fatigue must be given to
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a New Policy and a Strategy for the Way Ahead. DERA/AS/ASD/ measuring and recording several levels of strain. Proc. Society of
Experimental Stress Analysis, UK.CR/97600/1.0. Defence Evaluation and Research Agency, UK.

3 Anon (1987) Fatigue Damage Tolerance Service Monitoring. 22 J. R. Sturgeon (1972) Increasing the Operational Effectiveness of
Military Aircraft by Flight Data Acquisition. RAE-TR-72169, UK.Leaflet 201/6 (Royal Air Force) Def Stan 00-970, Vol. 1,

Amendment 6, UK. 23 J. R. Sturgeon (1966) The use of accelerometers for operational
loads measurements in aircraft. In: Proc. Conf. Stresses in4 E. S. Wilson (1995) Developments in RAAF aircraft structural

integrity management. In: Proc. 18th Symposium of the Service, UK.
24 A. P. Ward (1991) The development of fatigue managementInternational Committee on Aeronautical Fatigue: Estimation,

Enhancement and Control of Aircraft fatigue Performance (Edited requirements and techniques. In: Proc. 72nd Meeting of the
AGARD Structures and Materials Panel, Bath, 29 Apr–3 Mayby J. Grandage and G. Jost). Melbourne.

5 M. E. J. Render and J. E. Stevens (1991) Aircraft fatigue 1991, AGARD-CP-506: Fatigue Management. Advisory Group
for Aerospace Research and Development, France.management in the RAF. In: Proc. 72nd Meeting of the AGARD

Structures and Materials Panel, Bath, 29 Apr–3 May 1991, 25 D. G. Ford and A. K. Patterson (1971) A Range Pair Counter
for Monitoring Fatigue. Aeronautical Research Laboratories,AGARD-CP-506: Fatigue Management. Advisory Group for
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